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We consider the Josephson current through the carbon nanotube quantum dot with twofold orbital degeneracy
connected by two superconductor leads. We show that the removal of orbital and spin degeneracies due to strong
spin-orbit coupling and external magnetic field has a significant influence on the subgap Andreev bound states
and the 0-π transition of the Josephson current. The 0-π transition point is determined by the level crossing of
the lowest branch of the bound states and the Fermi level, and is given by [TK − SO/2 − (μ + 1)B]/ ∼ 1,
with TK as the Kondo temperature, SO the spin-orbit coupling,  the superconducting gap, μ the ratio of orbital
moment and Bohr magneton, and B the Zeeman splitting loaded by the magnetic field. The interplay of the Kondo
effect and superconductivity in such a quantum dot device provides a route to manipulate the 0-π transition of
the Josephson current.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.89.245135 PACS number(s): 74.50.+r, 72.15.Qm, 73.21.La, 75.20.Hr
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of the Josephson current in a superconductor-
nanostructure-superconductor structure has attracted great
attention in the past two decades. In particular, when the
nanostructure is a quantum dot in the Kondo regime, the
Josephson current will be affected by the competition between
the Kondo effect characterized by Kondo temperature TK
and the superconductivity characterized by the gap  [1–19].
If TK  , the Kondo screening dominates the system, so
the ground state of the dot is a Kondo singlet. On the
other hand, if TK  , the ground state is a magnetic
doublet [2,3] or a BCS-like singlet state [7,9], depending
on the parameters such as the dot level εd , the Coulomb
repulsion U , and the coupling  [13–15,20,21]. The Josephson
junction is a 0 junction in the former case, and is a π
junction due to the reversal of the spin in the Cooper pairs
in the latter case [2,3,7,9,10,12,16,19]. Thus a 0-π transition
is expected and suggested to occur around TK/ ∼ 1 by
previous theoretical and experimental studies [3,4,7,9,11]. The
transition can be clarified by identifying the Andreev bound
states formed by the coherent superposition of all possible
Andreev reflection processes [10,21–23].
The Kondo effect in simplest SU(2) quantum dots have been
studied intensively and are well understood now. The attention
is now focused on the system with more complex structures.
In a carbon nanotube, twofold orbital degeneracies arises
from the two equivalent valley (K and K ′) in graphene and
corresponds to the clockwise and counterclockwise electron
orbits encircling the nanotube [24]. The symmetry group
becomes SU(4) when both spin and orbital degree of freedom
is considered. The pure orbital Kondo effect [25] and the
SU(4) Kondo effect have been investigated in the carbon
nanotube quantum dot [26–29]. Some experiments indicate
*Corresponding author: luohg@lzu.edu.cn
strong spin-orbit coupling SO in the nanotubes [30–34].
The spin-orbit coupling will break the SU(4) symmetry and
hence affect the Kondo transports in the nanotube quantum dot
[34–37]. The presence of strong spin-orbit coupling makes the
carbon nanotube a good candidate for observing the Majorana
bound states [38–40], which is a hot topic in the search of
Majorana fermions [38–46]. Here we would like to focus on
the effect of the spin-orbit coupling on the Josephson current.
In a recent work, Lim, Lopez, and Aguado [47] have studied
the Josephson current in a carbon nanotube quantum dot with
spin-orbit coupling. They found that the spin-orbit coupling
can induce a 0-π transition in the Josephson current in the
noninteracting case. They proposed a rich phase diagram in the
large gap limit for the Coulomb blockade switched on. Finally,
they found that the 0 phase always prevails in the Kondo
regime [47,48]. However, the 0-π transition dominated by the
competition between Kondo effect and superconductivity in
the presence of spin-orbit coupling and Zeeman splitting has
not been discussed in this work. This motivates us to further
identify the condition under which the 0-π transition happens
and to compare our results with the simple SU(2) case.
In the case with SU(2) symmetry, the 0-π transition can be
determined by the position of the degenerated subgap bound
states in the local density of states (LDOS), as illustrated
schematically in Figs. 1(a) and 1(d), where only the particle
part of the subgap bound states is depicted for simplicity.
These subgap bound states originate from the interplay of the
magnetism and superconductivity [49–51] (Yu-Shiba-Rusinov
states) and bring about the Andreev bound states in the
transport spectrum resorting to the Andreev reflection process.
When the position of the bound states cross the Fermi level
from below, the Josephson junction changes from π junction to
0 junction, while the ground state of the quantum dot changes
from magnetic doublet to Kondo singlet simultaneously. We
found that the SU(4) case is similar to the SU(2) one, where
the transition occurs around TK/ ∼ 1. But the presence
of the spin-orbit coupling SO and external magnetic field
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the dependence of the 0-π tran-
sition on the position of the subgap bound states in local density
of states (LDOS). Here only the particle channel is presented and
that of the hole channel is omitted for simplification. (a)–(c) No 0-π
transition if the subgap bound states locate below the Fermi level,
even the splitting subgap bound states cross the Fermi level when
SO and B are nonzero. (d)–(f) The 0-π transition occurs when the
lowest branch of splitting bound states crosses the Fermi level.
significantly change the 0-π transition point. In presence of
spin-orbit coupling and Zeeman splitting, the degeneracy of
the subgap bound states are lifted [Figs. 1(b), 1(c), 1(e),
and 1(f)]. If the ground state of the dot is a magnetic doublet
[Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)], there is no 0-π transition even when
a bound state crosses the Fermi level. On the other hand, if
the ground state of the dot is a Kondo singlet [Figs. 1(e) and
1(f)], the 0-π transition happens when the lowest branch of
the bound states cross the Fermi level. It is found that the 0-π
transition happens roughly around (T SU(4)K − SO/2)/ ∼ 1
in the presence of spin-orbit coupling and around [T SU(4)K −
SO/2 − (μ + 1)B]/ ∼ 1, when the spin degeneracy is
lifted by an additional external magnetic field. In the following,
we will present explicit results based on the model calculation.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present the
model of the superconductor-carbon nanotube quantum dot-
superconductor device and its transport formalism. In Sec. III
we present explicit results. A brief summary is provided in
Sec. IV.
II. MODEL AND FORMALISM
We consider a carbon nanotube quantum dot, which is
described by a single impurity Anderson model, connected
by two superconductor leads. The Hamiltonian reads
H = HD + HS + HT , (1)
which describes the dot, the superconducting leads, and the
tunneling between them, respectively.
HD =
∑
m
εmd
†
mdm +
U
2
∑
m=m′
nˆmnˆm′ , (2)
where εm is the dot level with m = {λ,σ }, the orbital (λ =
±1), and the spin (σ = ±1/2) indices. d†m (dm) is the creation
(annihilation) operator of an electron in the dot, and U is
the on-site Coulomb repulsion. In the presence of spin-orbit
coupling, the dot level becomes
εm = ελσ = εd + 12λσSO, (3)
εd is the bared dot level which can be tuned by the gate voltage,
and the second term is the modification due to the spin-orbit
coupling. When the magnetic field is applied parallel to the axis
of the carbon nanotube, the dot level includes the additional
orbital and spin Zeeman splitting, namely,
ελσ = εd + 12λσSO + λμB + σB, (4)
where B = gμBB is Zeeman energy, μ = 2μorb/(gμB) is the
ratio between the orbital magnetic moment μorb and the Bohr
magneton μB , and g is the Lande´ g factor [35]. It was found
that μorb is usually 10–20 times larger than μB [30]. The
Hamiltonian
HS =
∑
kmα
εkmαc
†
kmαckmα −
∑
kmα
(αc†kmαc†¯km¯α + H.c.), (5)
where εkmα is the single-particle energy of the electron in
the left (right) leads (α = L,R), c†kmα (ckmα) represents the
creation (annihilation) operator of electron in the leads, and
α = e−iφα is the energy gap with phase φα . For simplicity
we consider that the left and right leads have the same
superconducting gap. Finally,
HT =
∑
kmα
(Vkmαc†kmαdm + V ∗kmαd†mckmα) (6)
describes the hybridization between the dot and the leads,
and Vkmα is the hybridization strength. By using a standard
equation of motion approach, which captures the essential
physics here, one obtains the dot Green’s functions by using the
Lacroix’s truncation approximation [52]. Consider the large-
U limit, the Green’s function Gm(ε) = 〈〈dm; d†m〉〉ε is given
approximately by
Gm(ε) =
1 − ∑
m′ =m
〈nˆm′ 〉 − ˜Am(ε)
ε − εm − 
(ε) , (7)
where the occupation
〈nm〉 = − 1
π
∫
Im[Gm(ε)]f (ε)dε, (8)
f (ε) = 1
(ε)
∑
α
α(ε)fα(ε), (9)
and

(ε) = 
0(ε)[1 − ˜Am(ε)] + ˜Bm(ε) − 2m(ε), (10)

0(ε) = −i
∑
α
α(ε), (11)
˜Am(ε) =
∑
m′ =m
Am′m(ε), (12)
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˜Bm(ε) =
∑
m′ =m
Bm′m(ε), (13)
with α(ε) = 0αβ(ε), 0α = π |Vα|2ρ0, ρ0 = 1/2D is the
constant density of states in the normal state, and
β(ε) = θ (|ε| − )|ε|√
ε2 − 2 +
θ (|ε| − )ε
i
√
2 − ε2 (14)
is the dimensionless BCS density of states. The other notations
introduced are
Am′m(ε) = 1
π
∫
(ε)f (ε)[ReGm(ε) + 1m(ε)]
ω − εm + εm′ − ε dε, (15)
Bm′m(ε) = 1
π
∫
(ε)f (ε) + ˜(ε) ˜f (ε)(1 −2)ImGm(ε)
ω− εm + εm′ − ε dε,
(16)
where
˜f (ε) = 1
˜(ε)
∑
α
α′ (ε)α(ε)fα(ε)[1 − fα′ (ε)], (17)
with (ε) =∑
α
α(ε), ˜(ε) = L(ε)R(ε), and
1m(ε) =
∑
α
[cos φαReFm,m¯(ε) − sin φαImFm,m¯(ε)], (18)
where Fm,m¯(ε) = 〈〈d†m¯; d†m〉〉ε is the anomalous dot Green
function. fα(ε) is the Fermi function of electrons in the leads
α. The notation m(ε) reads
m(ε) =
∑
m′ =m
[Cm′m(ε) + 〈nˆm′ 〉
0(ε)] − Dm(ε), (19)
where
Cm′m(ε) = 1
π
∫ ∑
α
α(ε)eiφαfα(ε)[2m(ε) + ReFm,m¯(ε)]
ω− εm + εm′ − ε dε,
(20)
Dm(ε) =
(1 − Nm)
1(ε)
2(ε)
[
1 − ∑
m′ =m
〈nˆm′ 〉 − ˜Am(ε)
]
ε + εm¯ − (1 − Nm)
0(ε) ,
(21)
with

1(2)(ε) =
∑
α
e∓iφα

ε
α(ε) (22)
and
2m(ε) =
∑
α
[cos φαReGm(ε) + sin φαImGm(ε)]. (23)
The anomalous Green function we obtained is
Fm,m¯(ε) = (1 − Nm)
1(ε)
ε + ε−m − (1 − Nm)
0(ε)Gm(ε), (24)
with Nm =
∑
m′ =m¯,m〈nˆm′ 〉. With the above formulism, the
dot (anomalous) Green functions can be calculated self-
consistently.
The Josephson current through the dot can be expressed as
IJ (φ) = 4e
h
0 sin(φ/2)
∑
m
∫
dεf (ε)Im[g(ε)Fm,m¯(ε)], (25)
where 0 =
∑
α
0α, φ is the phase difference of the super-
conductor leads, and g(ε) = iπρ0β(ε)ε is the noninteraction
anomalous BCS Green function [10]. Based on the above
analysis, we can discuss the 0-π phase transition dominated by
the Kondo effect and superconductivity even in the presence
of spin-orbit coupling and magnetic fields.
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Focusing on the Andreev transport through the carbon
nanotube quantum dot, the Kondo temperature is an important
energy scale. For the SU(N ) Anderson impurity model, the
Kondo temperature obtained by the Lacroix’s scheme is given
by T SU(N)K ∼ D exp{πεd/[(N − 1)0]} [26,35,52], where D
is the half bandwidth of the leads. Although this is a crude
expression for the Kondo temperature, it is sufficient to capture
the nature of the Andreev transport and the 0-π transition of
the Josephson current originated from the competition bet-
ween the Kondo effect and superconductivity.
Before presenting our results, it is necessary to confirm
the validity of the equation of motion approach. First of
all, it should be pointed out that in the absence of the
superconductivity, the method is able to obtain qualitatively
the Kondo effect [35,53,54]. When the superconductivity is
involved, we consider the SU(2) superconducting Anderson
impurity model, in which many known results are avail-
able [3,4,7,9,10,14,18,55–57]. In Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) we plot
the subgap bound states for different impurity energy levels
and the Josephson current as a function of the impurity
energy levels for different coupling strength. When the subgap
bound states shift from − to , the 0-π transition of the
Josephson current occurs as the subgap bound state goes
across the Fermi level, which indicates the ground state
of the quantum dot is changed from a magnetic doublet
to Kondo singlet states. The transition point with the ratio
T
SU(2)
K / ∼ 1 is in good agreement with the result obtained
in previous works, although the quantitative value of this
ratio depends explicitly on the different methods [3,4,7,9].
In order to further confirm the validity of the EOM method,
in Fig. 2(c) we show the phase diagram of the Kondo singlet
and magnetic doublet ground states and compare it with that
obtained by precise NRG method [14] with the same model
parameters. The qualitative consistency between these two
methods shows that the result obtained by EOM is reliable in
whole parameter regimes, namely, the main physics in such a
system is dominated by the competition between Kondo effect
and superconductivity [3,10,18,55–57]. After the validity of
EOM method in the SU(2) case is confirmed, one should
believe that this method should work well in the SU(4) case.
In the following we will discuss the Josephson current
through the carbon nanotube quantum dot in the presence
(or absence) of spin-orbit coupling and Zeeman splitting.
The superconducting gap  is taken as energy units and
the bandwidth D = 10. We assume the magnetic field to
be much smaller than the gap (B  ) and neglects its
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) The subgap bound states in LDOS of a
SU(2) Anderson impurity attached to superconducting leads with the
dot level εd = (−1, − 1.9, − 3), the coupling 0(= 0L + 0R) =
2, the temperature T = 0, and the phase difference φ = π/2.
(b) The 0-π transition of the Josephson current varying with the
dot level εd and the coupling 0 = (1,2,3,4). (c) The qualitative
comparison of the phase diagram of Kondo singlet and magnetic
doublet ground states obtain by EOM (black square) and NRG (red
empty square) [14] methods in the SU(2) case. The parameters in
these two methods are the same.
influence on the superconducting gap for simplification. First
of all, we consider the degenerate case, namely, SO = B = 0.
Figure 3 shows the Josephson current as a function of the
phase difference of the two superconducting leads and the
corresponding subgap bound states in the quantum dot. In
Figs. 3(a) and 3(c) the subgap bound states is associated
with the Andreev bound states which originate from the
coherent Andreev reflection processes in which an injecting
electron will be reflected as a hole with the time reversal
Kramers states [47,58]. In this process, the Kondo resonance
plays an important role in enhancement of the Andreev
transport [11,12,59,60].
In Fig. 3(a) the tunneling coupling increases gradually, the
competition between Kondo correlation and superconductivity
FIG. 3. (Color online) The Kondo temperature (varying with the
coupling and level) dependent subgap bound states in LDOS and
the current-phase relations. (a) and (b) Different tunneling couplings
0(= 0L + 0R) = (0.5,1,1.5,2) with fixed dot level εd = −4.
(c) and (d) The dot levels εd = (−5, − 4, − 3, − 2) with the fixed
tunneling coupling 0 = . The other parameters used are SO =
B = 0, T = 0, and φ = π/2 in (a) and (c).
is indicated by the position of the subgap bound states. When
the Kondo correlation is suppressed by the superconductivity,
namely, T SU(4)K /  1, the subgap bound state is well below
the Fermi level and the ground state of the local spin is a
magnetic doublet state. In the opposite limitT SU(4)K /  1, the
Kondo screening forms despite the superconductivity and the
ground state is a screened singlet state. In this case, the subgap
bound state locates above the Fermi level. For T SU(4)K / ∼ 1,
the Andreev bound state goes across the Fermi level, which
corresponds to the quantum phase transition between the spin
singlet and magnetic doublet ground state. As a consequence,
the current-phase relation shows a 0-π transition, as shown in
Fig. 3(b). The result is in agreement with the picture obtained
by the SU(2) Anderson Hamiltonian [3,10]. Similar physics
has also been obtained by changing Kondo temperature T SU(4)K
through the dot level, as shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). In
Fig. 4 the Josephson current as a function of the dot levels
FIG. 4. (Color online) The Josephson current as a function of the
dot level for different dot-lead couplings. The 0-π transition occurs
at T SU(4)K / ∼ 1. The other parameters used are SO = B = 0 and
φ = π/2.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) The splitting of subgap bound state in
LDOS and the current-phase relations with the spin-orbit coupling
SO = (0,0.4,0.8,1.2). (a) and (b) 0 =  and (c) and (d) 0 =
2. The other parameters used are εd = −4,B = 0, and φ = π/2
in (a) and (c).
is shown explicitly. For different dot-lead coupling, the 0-π
transition point shifts, which is in agreement with T SU(4)K / ∼
1, as obtained in the previous works [3,4,7,9].
In Fig. 5 we show the case in the presence of spin-orbit
coupling, which leads to the splitting of subgap bound states
due to the SU(4) symmetry breaking of the quantum dot, as
shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(c). When the degenerate subgap
bound state locates below the Fermi level, though the upper
branch of the splitting bound states goes across the Fermi
level, no 0-π transition happens as shown in Fig. 5(b), since
the ground state is a magnetic doublet state even without
spin-orbit coupling. On the contrary, if the degenerate subgap
bound state locates above the Fermi level, the lower branch
of splitting bound states will go across the Fermi level at
about (T SU(4)K − SO/2)/ ∼ 1, as shown in Fig. 5(c). As a
consequence, a transition from 0 phase to π phase occurs
in the Josephson current as shown in Fig. 5(d). Therefore,
a 0-π transition could be observed only under conditions of
(i) the Andreev bound states locate above the Fermi level
(corresponding to a screened singlet ground state) and (ii) the
subgap bound states or the lower branch of splitting counterpart
move toward and go across the Fermi level. This could be
realized experimentally by spin-orbit coupling. In Fig. 6 we
show the Josephson current as a function of the spin-orbit
coupling. For weak dot-lead coupling 0 = 0.5,, the
ground state is a magnetic doublet state and the quantum dot
always shows π junction behavior. While for the coupling
0 = 1.5,2, the ground state is a screened singlet state and
the 0-π transition occurs at (T SU(4)K − SO/2)/ ∼ 1, which
means the spin-orbit coupling can lead to 0-π transition by
suppression of the Kondo effect.
Furthermore, if the magnetic field is applied, the subgap
bound states would further split due to the orbital and spin
Zeeman energies, as shown in the inset of Fig. 7. In the absence
of the spin-orbit coupling, increasing the magnetic field, a
0-π transition happens at B = 0.0085 roughly [T SU(4)K −
(μ + 1)B]/ ∼ 1 as shown in Fig. 7. Considering finite spin-
FIG. 6. (Color online) The Josephson current as a function of
the spin-orbit coupling. The 0-π transition occurs at (T SU(4)K −
SO/2)/ ∼ 1. The other parameters used are εd = −4,B = 0,
and φ = π/2.
orbit coupling together with the magnetic field, the subgap
bound states become four substates due to the degeneracy
removed completely, in which two lower substates will move
below the Fermi level while increasing the magnetic field.
Therefore, one cannot only observe the 0-π transition taking
place when the lowest brand of the subgap bound state crosses
the Fermi level, the Josephson current shows two dramatic
drops, which correspond to other substates going across the
Fermi level successively. Roughly, it is found that the 0-π
transition occurs around [T SU(4)K − SO/2 − (μ + 1)B]/ ∼
1. It indicates the spin-orbit coupling and the Zeeman splitting
can independently lead to 0-π transition by suppressing the
Kondo effect.
Our results indicate that the spin-orbit coupling and the
magnetic field applied have a significant influence on the
behavior of the Josephson current in the carbon nanotube
quantum dot connected by two superconducting leads. Our
results could be observed in a carbon nanotube quantum dot
FIG. 7. (Color online) The Josephson current as a function of
the magnetic field applied with different spin-orbit couplings. The
inset shows the splitting of subgap bound states with different
magnetic fields for SO = 0.1. The other parameters used are
0 = 1.5,εd = −4,φ = π/2, and μ = 10.
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strongly coupled with superconducting leads, since the strong
spin-orbit coupling induced by curvature has been observed
in several kinds of carbon carbon nanotubes [30,31,33,34] and
spin-orbit coupling itself can be tuned by the gate voltage [32].
Therefore, our work is useful to stimulate further experiment
along this direction.
IV. SUMMARY
In summary, we have studied the 0-π transition in the
Josephson current through a strongly correlated carbon nan-
otube quantum dot with spin-orbit coupling and magnetic
field. The competition between the Kondo effect and su-
perconductivity determines the ground state of the carbon
nanotube quantum dot, which further determines the property
of the subgap bound states and the Josephson current. The
presence of the spin-orbit coupling and the magnetic field
applied affect dramatically the Josephson current and possible
0-π transition. It is found that it is crucially important for
the degenerated subgap bound state to locate above or below
the Fermi level determined by the dot parameters, which can
be tuned by external electronic fields. The basic picture is
schematically summarized in Fig. 1. If the subgap bound
state locates below the Fermi level, the ground state of
the system is a magnetic doublet and no 0-π transition of
the Josephsom current occurs in the presence of spin-orbit
coupling and Zeeman splitting. Otherwise, if the degenerated
subgap bound state locates above the Fermi level, the ground
state is a screened singlet state and the 0-π transition occurs
around [T SU(4)K − SO/2 − (μ + 1)B]/ ∼ 1. The presence
of spin-orbit coupling and the magnetic field applied provide
rich possibility to control the Josephson current, which should
be useful in realistic experimental devices.
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